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Sharing the Word

Translators are needed in the following languages – Bemba
and KiKamba (Africa), Khmer (Cambodia), Thai, Danish, Dutch,
Greek, Portuguese, Nepali, Tamil, Bislama (Vanuatu), Solomon
Is Pijin, Tagalog (Philippines) and Arabic.
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AFRIKAANS
* Please pray for Pauline as she translates the 4 unit Good
News study. Please pray for time management for Irma as she
translates Esther AE.

SHONA
* Praise God for Sylvia who has worked tirelessly over many
years in KYB ministry in Zimbabwe. Please pray that God will
provide a Christian who can enter the 3 unit corrected Shona
Ruth study onto computer so that it can be used.
KIKAMBA
* The KYB groups who have used each of the five available
KiKamba KYB studies continue to wait for God to provide a
KiKamba speaking Christian who can fill their need by
translating a new KYB study. Pray that God will prompt
someone to respond as Matilda searches for a KiKamba
translator in Kenya.
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KINYARWANDA
* Praise for Thamari who has checked the KiNyarwanda 2
Corinthians study.
* Praise that the KiNyarwanda KYB studies are being used in
Rwanda.
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UGANDA
* Praise for Florence and the new KYB group starting near
Kampala. Pray that God will use the AE Good News and AE Life
of Jesus Christ KYB studies to deepen people’s faith and love
for Him.

ASIA
BURMESE
* Please pray that Ps Lal Sanga’s efforts to find a Burmese
Christian to proof read the Burmese 2 Corinthians KYB study will
bear fruit.
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DANISH
* Valerie has had to stand down from the KYB team in Denmark
because of health issues. Please pray for a Christian to take
Valerie’s place. Please pray for a translator to help Søren. Please
pray that new KYB groups will start as a result of interest shown at
the conference in Denmark.
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DUTCH
* Please pray that God would provide a translator to continue
translation of KYB studies into Dutch.

LANI (Papua – Western New Guinea)
* The Lani Five of God’s Women study needs to be checked by
someone who knows this language. Please pray.

KHMER
* Please pray for God to provide a vetter for the Genesis Pt 1
Khmer study and a translator so that the Good News KYB study
can be translated into Khmer.

FRENCH
* Please pray for Wendy’s health as she translates the 7 unit
Good News study. Please pray for the translator working on the
John Pt 1 KYB study. Please pray for the group using the
Philippians study in Limoux, France.
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KOREAN
* Please pray for Esther translating the AE Life of Jesus Christ
study into Korean.
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BENIN
* Praise God for a potential opportunity to use the French KYB
studies as the basis for translation into Yom, a language used
by over 300,000 people in the north of Benin.
CAMEROON—MENGAKA
* Please continue to uphold our dear brother Rev Dr Poupo Elie
as he labours to help his people group have Romans 8 in
Mengaka, their heart language.

FILIPINO
* Please pray for Gerrah translating the two part Good News
KYB study and Mary Ann translating Five Lives into Tagalog and
Cara translating AE Joseph into Cebuano.

JAPANESE
* Please pray as Hitomi checks the AE Life of Jesus Christ study.
Please pray that the AE Good News study can be translated
into Japanese.

KISWAHILI
* Please pray for continued healing for Wendy after surgery as
she resumes her translation of Esther AE.
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INDONESIAN
* Praise God for the two new KYB groups started in different
areas of Bali. Please pray as the Good News study is translated
into Indonesian.

AFRICA

BEMBA
* Please pray that God will provide a Christian who can
translate the 3 unit Ruth SE Leader’s guide so that the existing
Bemba Ruth SE study can be put to use.
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SIMPLIFIED CHINESE
* Please pray for the translators currently translating KYB studies:
Amy—Five lives Leader’s guide, Eva and German—Solomon
and Kathy—the 4 unit AE Good News study. Please pray for
Roman and brother Wang as they check their translation of The
Problem of pain KYB study.
THAI
* Praise God that Ken and Kristy are willing to check a KYB
study. Please continue to pray for Belle and the believers in
Thailand who are checking the Esther AE, The life of Christ and
The Holy Spirit in the Old and New Testaments KYB studies.
* Please continue to pray for JJ translating the 5 unit AE Joseph
study into Thai during her course.
* Please pray that God would provide a computer literate
Christian fluent in English and Thai who can translate the two
part AE Good News study into Thai.

GREEK
* Praise God for the KYB group using the Greek Ruth SE study.
Please pray for God to raise up a Greek translator who can
translate the two part Good News study.
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HUNGARIAN
* Please continue to pray that God will provide a computer
literate person who is able to enter the handwritten 4 unit Good
News translation onto computer.
ITALIAN
* Praise for God’s provision of Matilda. Please pray for clear
thought and time management as Matilda tries to find time in
her busy schedule to translate the two part Good News study
into Italian.
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EUROPE

POLISH
* Praise for the group using Alicja’s translation of the Five of
God’s Women KYB study. Please pray for Alicja as she reaches
out to Polish ladies. Please continue to pray for Malgorzata
translating Jesus of Nazareth into Polish.
PORTUGUESE
* Praise for the three Portuguese KYB studies that will be used in
South Africa.
* Please pray that God will provide a Christian with a vision to
translate KYB studies into Portuguese for use in Brazil and
Portugal.

ALBANIAN
* Please pray that Teuta will soon send in her translation of the
More of God’s Women KYB study.
CZECH
* Please pray that God will give Czech Christians a deep,
heartfelt love for God and a hunger for His Word.
* Praise that Ivana, who translated the Romans KYB study into
Czech, is using the Czech Mark study with a Bible study group.
Please continue to pray for Marcela and family and that God
will provide a local person in the Czech Republic to coordinate
the KYB ministry.

GERMAN
* Please pray for Sigrid translating Ephesians and Andrea
translating Solomon into German. Please pray for God’s wisdom
for the doctors investigating Damaris’s health issues. Please pray
for Kirsten who has moved to northern Germany. Please pray
that a KYB group will start in Bavaria.
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ROMANIAN
* Praise for God’s provision of Shannon who is translating the
John Pt 1 KYB Leader’s guide into Romanian.
* Praise for Daniela who has translated the 4 unit Good News –
opening up the Bible study into Romanian and is translating the
About the Bible leaflet for insertion into the study.
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RUSSIAN
* Please pray for Aliya as she translates the AE Esther and AE
Daniel studies into Russian. Praise God for the generous donor
who subsidises the Russian translations.
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* Please pray for Glen who has been asked to check Units 1-4
and 9 of the Bislama Colossians & Philemon study. A translator is
needed for the Leader’s guide and units 5-8 of the study.
* Please pray that God will help Marie as she starts translation of
the Good News study into Bislama.
* Please pray for the young interpreter who Greg has
approached about doing a written translation.
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FIJIAN
* Praise God for the new groups that have started in Fiji. Pray for
Akosita and Nunia as they each encourage KYB groups in
different areas of Fiji.
* Please pray for Lesilo translating Exodus Pt 1.
* Please pray that we will soon receive the electronic
documents of the studies that have been printed and used in
Fiji – Matthew Pt 2, Acts Pts 1 & 2, the Holy Spirit in the Old and
New Testaments, Revelation Pt 1 and Good News.
* Akosita has a vision for introducing KYB into Tonga. Please
pray that God will open a way for KYB to spread to Tonga.
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SOLOMON IS PIJIN
* Please pray urgently for God to raise up a translator who can
translate some new studies for the many KYB groups in Solomon
Islands.

SPANISH
* Praise for Lissette who is translating the 7 unit AE Good News
study into Spanish.

20 INDIAN SUB-CONTINENT
BANGLA
* Praise God for the KYB groups who generously support
translation of KYB into Bangla.
* Please pray for people who are checking and vetting the
Bangla KYB studies.
HINDI
* Praise for the Hindi Life of Christ study which has been
checked by Chitranjan . Please pray that more Hindi Christians
can be found to expedite checking of the eleven remaining
Hindi KYB studies so they can be used.
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KANNADA
* Praise for the travelling evangelists who preach the gospel
and distribute KYB studies in the Kannada language and the
groups that have been started in India.
*Please pray that we’ll soon receive electronic copies of the
studies that have been translated into Kannada.

TOK PISIN (PNG)
* Please pray for good health and strength for Margaret and
wisdom to do an accurate and clear translation of the AE
Good News KYB study that will be understood by the readers.

MALAYALAM
* Praise that Rev Herbert has finished translation of AE Joseph.
Praise for Rebecca who has checked the Malayalam 7 unit AE
Good News study and is now checking the Hebrews study.
Please pray that the problem with the MLW-TT Revathi font can
soon be resolved.
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MARATHI
* A Christian who can check the five Marathi KYB studies is
urgently needed.

TELUGU
* Praise for the thirty available Telugu KYB studies and the doors
of opportunity that God is opening for their use in the two
Telugu speaking states of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana in
India. Please pray for Prasanna and Sailaja as they translate
the series of KYB studies on the Psalms.
URDU
* Please persevere in praying that God would lead us to a
Christian who is able to type in Urdu so that handwritten
corrections can be entered into the electronic study
documents and the studies be made available for use.
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PACIFIC

BISLAMA
* Please pray for Rosemary as she tries to find time in her busy
schedule for checking the translation of Units 1-4 of the Mark Pt
1 SE study. A translator is needed to translate the Leader’s
guide and Units 5-9 of the study.

“My word that goes out from my mouth: It
will not return to me empty, but will
accomplish what I desire and achieve the
purpose for which I sent it.”
Isaiah 55:11

ARABIC
* Please continue to pray for Safwat’s health and that God will
give him the strength needed to finish his translation of Five
Lives.
PERSIAN
* Please pray that God will remove all obstacles that are
hindering further translation of KYB into Persian/Farsi. Please
pray that God will strengthen the faith of all those He has
adopted into his family who are facing persecution.

MIZO
* Praise and thanks to God for our dear Esther who continues
to faithfully serve our Lord.
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KYB MINISTRY *Please pray that God will very clearly guide
CWCI in decisions about the KYB ministry so that God is given
the glory as we reach out to the nations with these very sound
KYB Bible studies in people’s heart languages.
* Pray that the Lord will continue to provide the means for
people to study the Bible in every part of the world in their own
language through the use of KYB studies.
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INTERNATIONAL BOARD *Please pray for the three new
members of the International Board as they take up their roles –
Lyn (Head of English KYB), Kaye (Head of KYB Translation) and
Australian President, Heather.
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OFFICE STAFF
Please pray that the Lord will bless:
Sanna and Hannah - KYB Production Officers
Fatima - KYB Translation Production Officer
Reda - KYB Assistant
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